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Abstract. Understanding the propagation of high power mm-wave in plasmas is of tremendous importance
in the route to fusion considering their extensive use in magnetically confined fusion devices. Mm-beams,
launched from the outside of the vessel must propagate through plasma edge-turbulence before reaching their
target region. Until recently, the effect of edge-turbulence on the beam propagation was neglected, but it has
estimated for ITER that it could lead to significant differences in the time-averaged and instantaneous beam pro-
files, leading to a loss of efficiency in their use. In this paper, we present first direct experimental measurements
of high power beam after propagation in simple magnetized toroidal plasmas in TCV.

1 Introduction

High power mm-waves are extensively used in tokamaks
to locally drive current to stabilize neoclassical tearing
modes (NTMs) [1]. A narrow beam is launched from the
outside of the vessel, targeting the core plasma. Along
its propagation, the mm-beam traverses the highly turbu-
lent Scrape-off Layer (SOL) region. The SOL is localized
at the edge of the tokamak plasma and characterized by
large electron density fluctuations (up to 100% of the back-
ground density) associated with field-aligned elongated fil-
aments, commonly referred to as blobs [2]. The inhomo-
geneity of the electron density is responsible for scatter-
ing of the mm-wave. Unlike in present devices, in future
large tokamaks such as ITER, the path length of the beam
will be long enough to enable small perturbations in the
SOL to cause significant changes in both the time aver-
aged and instantaneous beam profiles. This may lead to its
broadening on average [3] and consequently to a loss of
efficiency in NTM stabilization [4]. Only recently has the
scattering process been investigated for beam propagation
estimations in future larger devices like ITER. Analytical
model for mm-wave scattering by blobs are developed [5]
and state-of-the-art codes are upgraded to account for the
effect of edge turbulence [3] [6]. Yet, there is still a need
for experimental data to validate the simulation tools and
reach predictive capabilities for ITER and beyond.

In this paper, we will present first direct poloidal mea-
surements of high power (100kW) third electron cyclotron
harmonic beam in the Tokamak à configuration variable
(TCV) after propagation in a turbulent unconfined plasma
in a simple magnetized torus (SMT) configuration. Elec-

tron density measurements in the plasma edge are pre-
sented together with measurements of the transmitted mm-
power.

2 Experimental setup

In this section, we will present the experimental setup
(Fig. 1). First, the TCV experiment is described together
with plasma conditions. Then a detailed presentation of
the mm-beam diagnostic is given. The main experimental
challenges are mentioned at the end of this section.

Major radius R 0.88m
Minor radius a 0.25m

Toroidal field BT 1.3 - 1.43 T
Electron density ne 0.7 - 4x1018m−3

Second harmonic ECRH (X2) 82.7 GHz / 3.6mm
Third harmonic ECRH (X3) 117.8 GHz / 2.5mm

Total RF power 550 kW

Table 1. TCV parameters in typical simple magnetized toroidal
discharges

2.1 Tokamak à Configuration Variable (TCV)

The TCV tokamak (major and minor radii 0.88m and
0.25m respectively, magnetic field in vacuum up to 1.5T
on axis and plasma current up to 1MA) is characterized
by its high shaping capabilities enabled by a plasma con-
trol system made of 16 independent shaping coils. TCV
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Figure 1. Experimental setup: a mm-beam is injected from the
top of the vessel through a steerable mirror and traverses the
plasma. The power reaching the floor of the vessel is detected
by the X3 transmission diagnostic (X3TD). Line-integrated den-
sities are measured along the vertical chords of the Far Infrared
Interferometer (FIR). Plasma edge density fluctuations are mea-
sured by wall mounted Langmuir probes.

possesses a unique 4.5MW electron cyclotron resonance
heating (ECRH) system distributed over two frequencies
(second and third harmonic X-mode, respectively X2,
82.7GHz and X3,117.8 GHz) [7]. The path length of the
X3 beam to the X3 transmission diagnostic (see 2.3 for
details) in TCV is about 1.5m, which is comparable to the
path length of the edge-to-resonance path in ITER. The
versatility of TCV enabled the development of an SMT
plasma scenario.[8].

2.2 Simple magnetized toroidal plasmas in TCV

In the SMT configuration [2], a vertical magnetic field Bv
is imposed on a toroidal magnetic field field BT resulting
in helical open field lines with ∇B and curvature, terminat-
ing on the upper and lower wall of the TCV vessel. The
plasma is generated and sustained by the injection of mm-
power at the second harmonic of the electron cyclotron
resonance frequency (X2). In this configuration, plasma
turbulence is dominated by interchange instabilities, char-
acterized by field-aligned elongated structures - referred
to as blobs - with parallel wave number k‖ ≈ 0 [2]. Blobs
are formed in the crest of an interchange wave, and their
internal electric field gives rise to an E × B radial motion.
Fluctuations of electron density ne can reach up to 100%
of the background density.
Line integrated density is measured inside the vessel using
the Far Infrared Interferometer [9]. Biased (−100V bias)
wall-mounted Langmuir probes measure the ion saturation
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Figure 2. A typical SMT discharge in TCV: D2 gas is ionized
by the injection of mm-power at the second electron cyclotron
harmonic in X-mode (phase A, (a) and (b)). During this phase,
the plasma is localized around the beam. The second phase (B)
is a transition phase towards a steady-state, EC-sustained, SMT
(phase C). (c) : Time evolution of the line integrated electron
density measured by the FIR. The X2 cold resonance is repre-
sented in white and the X3 cold resonance in magenta. The red
dotted line is a visual aid : it represents the radial position of the
X3 beam at the floor of the machine, with no refraction in the
case of a double sweep of the launching mirror poloidal angle θm

current, which is proportional to the electron density, at the
edge of the vessel [10].
Breakdown in SMT configuration was successfully
achieved in TCV by the injection of 450kW X2 mm-power
in the vessel filled with D2 gas, Fig. 1. The first break-
down phase (phase A) lasts about 0.1s, see Fig. 2. This
phase corresponds to the ionisation of the plasma. Images
from a fast framing camera shows that during this phase,
the plasma is locally formed around the X2 beam. In a
second phase (phase B) (typically from 0.1 to 0.2s), the
plasma is spread throughout the vessel and reaches a sta-
tionary phase (phase C). During this phase, electron den-
sities achieved are typically between 0.7 and 4 x1018m−3

and electron temperatures between 30 and 50 eV . The
duration of the plasma was only limited by the gyrotron
pulse length, and could in principle be extended to 4s using
back-to-back pulses as done previously for fully Electron
Cyclotron Current Driven (ECCD) plasmas [7].

2.3 X3 Transmission Diagnostic (X3TD)

A mm-beam beam at the third electron cyclotron harmonic
is launched in the X-mode (X3) from the top of the vessel
by a steerable mirror. The sweep of the poloidal angle θm

of the mirror in vacuum enables the reconstruction of the
beam poloidal profile [11] . The power reaching the floor
of the vessel is coupled to a corrugated HE11 graphite
waveguide after −55dB attenuation. The attenuation is
achieved by an hexagonal array of 241 circular holes with



diameter d = 1.2mm such that the cut-off frequency is
fc = 146.4GHz. The attenuation waveguide is placed in-
side the vacuum vessel to protect the sapphire window that
provides the vacuum feedthrough. The sapphire window
is matched for a minimum of reflection at 118GHz. The
transmission of the attenuation cap is independent of its
orientation around the waveguide, therefore no precaution
is needed during the installation. An additional −20dB
is introduced by an absorbing foam placed within the
HE11 waveguide that is attached to the sapphire window
outside of the vacuum vessel. From this waveguide,
the HE11 mode is then coupled to a T E10 mode in a
WR6.5 rectangular waveguide through a special Gaussian
Optical Lens-like Antenna (GOLA). The mm-power is
then measured by a Schottky diode.

2.4 Experimental challenges

The SMT experimental campain on TCV was experimen-
tally challenging. We found that the plasma conditions are
sensitive to wall conditions. Therefore operation condi-
tions are to be predetermined for each experimental ses-
sion.
Another challenge is due to the nature of the experiment
itself. High power mm-power is launched in the vacuum
vessel with no first pass absorption from the plasma. Di-
rect reflections at the floor of the vessel must be avoided.
They can destabilize the operation of the gyrotron by caus-
ing arcs or mode losses. TCV is also equipped with an
extensive stray radiation protection system. The signals of
the detectors are combined with a comparison between the
expected and actual electron density to determine if stray
radiations are potentially hazardous to other components
and if so stop the discharge. Good knowledge of beam
propagation inside the vessel is therefore required for suc-
cessful transmission.

3 Results

In this section we present the first measurements of the
beam profile through plasma density fluctuations. Previ-
ous investigations of X3 beam profiles and absorption in
TCV in vacuum are presented in [11]. There it is shown
that the beam profile is Gaussian as expected in the design.

3.1 First measurements of beam profiles through
plasma

X3 power PX3 is injected (Fig. 4) after the plasma break-
down (phase A and B, Fig.2) through the SMT plasma
with no sign of absorption. A gyrotron delivers constant
power for 1.7s Fig.4. It takes about 0.5s to 0.6s for the
gyrotron frequency to stabilize Fig. 4 a).as indicated by
significant fluctuations in the forward power measurement
in the transmission line (due to mode beating). The nature
of the absorption cap of the X3TD makes it frequency sen-
sitive. Analysis of the mm-transmitted power can thus not
be performed on the first part of the discharge in Fig. 4.
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Figure 3. Transmitted mm-power for two different plasma elec-
tron densities. The large fluctuations of the signal are dominated
by electron density fluctuations. The peak is displaced by re-
fraction. Top-left parameters are the fitting parameters of the
mm-signal to a Gaussian of the form: A0e−(

θm−θ0
σ )2

Unless very short pulses are used, this imposes a minimum
duration for plasma discharges.
Fig. 3 shows the beam profile for two different elec-
tron densities of the plasma ne = 2.3x1018m−3 and ne =

3.4x1018m−3. Strong fluctuations of the transmitted power
(up to 70% of the peak power) are caused by the fluctua-
tions δne(x, t) of the electron density . The correlation be-
tween δne(x, t) and fluctuations of the transmitted power
δPT,X3(x, t) are investigated in the next section. Influence
of the electron density on the beam propagation is under
investigation. Refraction effects tied to the electron den-
sity are visible in Fig. 3 : as the launcher and receiver lo-
cation are fixed in space a higher electron density requires
a larger θm to compensate for refraction. Work is under
way to estimate the contribution of the refractive effect to
the measured beam profile, as well.
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Figure 4. A double sweep of the X3 beam across the transmis-
sion diagnostic (a) is performed by sweeping the poloidal angle
θm of the launching mirror (b). (a) shows an asymetry between
the received powers. The stabilization time of the gyrotron fre-
quency is identified in gray.



3.2 Statistical analysis of transmitted power and
electron density fluctuations

Analysis of the transmitter mm-power signal has shown
a 10% correlation with the electron density fluctuations
measured by the floor located Langmuir probes. Results
are shown in Fig. 5.
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Figure 5. (a) and (d): correlation between the mm-power trans-
mitted signal and the floor Langmuir probes. The black-dotted
arrow shows the extent of the HE11 waveguide of the X3TD. (b):
Correlation between a LP facing the HE11 waveguide and the
neigbouring probes. (c) Cross power spectral density between a
LP facing the HE11 waveguide and the transmitted mm-power,
most of the information between the two signals is exchanged
between 0 and 10kHz. (d) The time scale is derived from m in
equation (1).

To avoid confusion between several definitions of the
correlation function found in literature, we define the
one used in this paper. The computation of the cross-
correlation is the following :
Let x and y be two discrete signals of length N, f and g are
the corresponding standardized functions ( fi = xi−<x>

σx
and

gi =
yi−<y>
σy

). The cross-correlation function R̂xy is given
by:

R̂xy(m) =


1
N

N−m−1∑
n=0

fn+mgn, m ≥ 0

R̂xy(−m), m < 0

(1)

where m = 0, 1, ..., 2N−1. The correlation function has
a maximum value if 1 if x = y and is null if x and y are
uncorrelated. For a signal sampled at the frequency fs, we
can convert m in time units as follow: t(m) = 1

fs
(N − m)

Fig. 5 shows that the LP signals exhibiting the best cor-
relation with the transmitted mm-power signal are the LP
probes which are located at the same radial position as the
X3TD HE11 waveguide. The information between them
is mostly shared at frequencies ranging between 0 and
10KHz (Fig. 5c). In addition, the spatial scale of the tur-
bulent edge structures is obtained by computing the cor-
relation between one LP located at the floor of the vessel

and the neighboring probes. The correlation indicates the
presence of turbulent structures with a spatial scale length
typically in the order of 2 cm as shown in Fig. 5b).

4 Summary

The effect of plasma edge turbulence on the propagation
of a high-power mm-beam is investigated in TCV. A
plasma scenario in the simple magnetized toroidal config-
uration was developed in TCV. Steady-state plasmas are
obtained and sustained by the injection of mm-power at
the second electron cyclotron frequency. Several electron
densities are achieved. A high-power diagnostic was
installed in TCV to measure the X3 beam profile after
passing through the plasma turbulence. The mm-power
fluctuations are shown to be correlated with edge mea-
sured electron density fluctuations. Methods to vary the
fluctuation level along the beam trajectory are presently
investigated; e.g. by moving the source region relative to
the X3TD by changing the magnetic field. A numerical
effort is also under way to compare experimental measure-
ments with WKBeam [3], GRAY [12] and IPF-FDMC [6].
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